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The Emerging Threat of Ebola

Michelle LaBrunda and Naushad Amin

1 Introduction

Ebola is one of the deadliest infectious disease of the modern era. Over 50% of those
infected die. Prior to 1976, the disease was unknown or at least unreported. No one
knows exactly where it came from, but it is postulated that a mutation in an animal
virus allowed it to jump species and infect humans. In 1976 simultaneous outbreaks
of Ebola occurred in what is now South Sudan and the Democratic Republic of the
Congo (DRC). For 20 years, only sporadic cases were seen, but in 1995 a new
outbreak occurred killing hundreds in the DRC. Since that time the frequency of
these outbreaks has been increasing. It is uncertain why this is occurring, but many
associate it with increasing human encroachment into forested areas bringing people
and animals into more intimate contact and increased mobility of previously remote
population. This chapter will navigate Ebola in the context of global health and
security.

There are multiple objectives of this chapter. First is to provide a basic under-
standing of Ebola disease processes and outbreak patterns. Second, is to explore the
interplay between social determinants of health and Ebola. The role of technology in
spreading Ebola outbreaks will be explained as will Ebola’s potential as a bio-
weapon. Readers will gain understanding of the link between environmental degra-
dation and Ebola outbreaks.

This chapter will be divided into five main sections. These are (1) a case study;
(2) Ebola Disease process; (3) Social determinants of health and Ebola; (4) Ebola in
the modern era, and (5) the link between Ebola and environmental degradation.

A case study will be given to give an overview of many of the topics that will be
discussed in detail in future sections. It will provide a humanitarian view of Ebola
and draw from concepts from all of the other areas. The case study is of a woman
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who contracts Ebola. The story will be told from her perspective. She will describe
from her why she thinks the outbreak has occurred. Her husband has died of Ebola
despite efforts of traditional healers. She will discuss burial rites in the context of her
religious beliefs.
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The next section looks at the disease itself. The history, epidemiology, transmis-
sion, and signs/symptoms will be described. Prevention measures including the use
of personal protective equipment and vaccination strategies will be discussed. The
basics of diagnosis and treatment will be covered. The section will end with a
discussion of Ebola epidemics.

Social determents of health play an important role in the epidemiology and
transmission of Ebola. Factors impacting spread include, high population mobility,
porous international borders, and ongoing conflict resulting in displaced
populations. Poverty, cultural beliefs and practices and prior ineffective public
health messages have all played a role in the emergence of Ebola.

The following section will explore Ebola in the era of technology. The role of air
travel in disease spread and the effectiveness of airport screening measures will be
discussed. Ebola’s potential for use in bioterrorism will also be discussed in this
section.

The relationship between environmental encroachment and disease emergence
will be explored. Global warming, and the impact of a growing population in Ebola
outbreaks will be explored.

The chapter will end with a discussion of future directions. In this last section the
important of international collaborations for disease prevention and public education
programs will be discussed.

2 Case Study

Sia waited nervously in the small one room house where she lives. She was waiting
for her brother-in-law to return with the body of her dead husband, Saa. He had died
yesterday of the bush illness that was killing so many in her community, Ebola the
outsiders called it.

Just 2 weeks ago, the world had seemed a different place. Sia had sat with the
other women of the Kissi tribe at church joking and planning for the upcoming rice
harvest. Yes, they practiced Christianity, but also followed the traditions of their
ancestors. Women in her village prayed to Jesus and God, but also to their ancestors.
Outsiders sometimes questioned how the Kissi could follow both Christianity and
their old traditions, but Sia had never seen a problem. Ancestors after all, were the
ones who communicated with God. When someone in the family died, they were
escorted to the realm of the ancestors where they were able to protect the living
family and speak to God on their behalf. Ancestors continued to live in the village,
but in their new form. Sia shivered thinking of what happened to those who died and
were not escorted to the realm of the ancestors. Ceremonies were usually performed



by the brother of the deceased. If the ceremonies were not done properly, a loved one
would become a wandering ghost instead of an ancestor. Wandering ghosts torment
the living bringing misfortune to everyone in the village, especially to the family that
failed to perform the proper rights. Sia did not like to think of such things, but there
had been several deaths in a nearby village and she could not help but to wonder if it
was the work of a wandering ghost.
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That was the day it started. Saa was fine when he woke up, but while they were at
the church, he started to get sick. He got sick so quickly that Sia suggested that they
return home early so he could rest. It wasn’t a far walk, but by the time they arrived
home, Saa was having chills, headache, nausea, and said his joints hurt. While Saa
rested, Sia prepared a tonic to ease the pain and ward off evil spirits. Saa’s eyes were
red and he felt hot to touch. “A powerful spirit must be involved”, Sia thought to
herself. She couldn’t imagine who would have cursed her husband this way. He
hadn’t argued with anyone that she knew.

For 3 days Sia cared for her husband with special food, potions, and prayers. She
had even sacrificed a chicken, but instead of getting better he started vomiting and
having diarrhea. Obviously, she needed assistance from someone with greater
influence in the spirit realm. Kai, a local medicine-man of conservable powerful
agreed to help but needed time to make the necessary preparations. By that evening
Saa had stopped eating altogether and his gums started to bleed.

Kai belonged to a secret society that added to his powers. Sia was not allowed to
attend Kai’s ceremony but was told that Saa had cried blood and started to hiccough
uncontrollably. Kai was notable to defeat the evil spirits even with his most powerful
incantations.

Some of the villagers wanted to take Saa to a treatment center set up by some
foreigners to see if they could help him. Sia was hesitant, but by the next morning
Saa had developed a yellow color to his skin and was having black diarrhea, so she
agreed. After a bunch of questions Saa was taken into the camp that the foreigners set
up, but they would not let Sia or anyone else in the family enter. That was the last
time she had seen Saa alive.

Two days later Sia was informed that Saa had died. He was to be buried in a mass
grave and no one was allowed to see his body. Saa’s brother said that he thinks the
foreigners killed him. They weren’t really there to help but part of a government plan
to destroy the Kissi. Workers in the camp were removing the internal organs of the
sick while they were still alive and selling them. That is why no one was allowed into
the camp or to bury the bodies properly. They weren’t just attacking the living, but
also trying to destroy the ancestors by preventing the death ceremony from
happening.

Luckily Saa’s brother knew people. It had cost everything that the family owned,
but the man driving the truck full of bodies agreed to meet a short distance from the
foreigners’ camp. He would give them the body there, but there were not to tell
anyone.

As Saa’s brother walked into the house carrying Saa’s body, Sia felt an over-
whelming sense of relief. All the worry gave her a headache and made her feel weak.
Now that they had Saa’s body it will be better. They will do the rituals this evening
and burry Saa in the morning. He will be able to walk with the ancestors.
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3 Ebola Virus Disease

3.1 Introduction and History

One of the world’s deadliest pathogen, the Ebola virus made its first appearance in
1976 in not just one but two simultaneous outbreaks. The first of its deadly attacks
were in what is now known as Nzara, South Sudan while the second occurred in a
small village community near the Ebola River bank in Yambuku, Democratic
Republic of Congo (DRC) [122]. Of the 318 known to be infected, 280 lost their
lives. Since that time, we have learned much about the Ebola virus and the disease it
causes.

Ebola Virus is an uncommon virus which infects both human and non-human
primates. It belongs to the family filoviridae, a negative stranded RNA virus. When
magnified, it appears as a filamentous structure Fig. 1. The Ebolavirus genus has six
known species, Zaire, Sudan, Tai Forest (formerly Côte d’Ivoire ebolavirus),
Bundibugyo, Reston, and the recently described Bombali [48]. Reston is highly
pathogenic for non-human primates and pigs, and Bombali has been discovered in
free-tailed bats as part of ongoing research to discover the Ebola reservoir. The Zaire
species was responsible for the first Ebola virus outbreak in 1976 and is considered
to be the deadliest of the six [63]. Initially the disease caused by Ebola virus was
called Ebola hemorrhagic fever, but later studies showed that the hemorrhagic
manifestations were less common than initially thought and subsequently the name
was changed to Ebola Virus Disease (EBD).

Until 2014, the Ebola virus isolated sporadic outbreaks occurred only in Central
Africa with counts numbering in the hundreds or less, and only lasting days to
weeks. However, in March 2014 the WHO confirmed an epidemic of the Zaire
species of Ebola virus emerging in West Africa. This outbreak lasted 2 years and
grew to be one of the world’s deadliest epidemics. There were 29,000 case and
11,000 fatalities documented by the World Health Organization (WHO).

Fig. 1 Transmission
electron micrograph
showing some of the
ultrastructural morphology
displayed by an Ebola virus
virion Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention
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The index case of this epidemic is thought to be a 2-year-old child who became ill
in late 2013. The child eventually succumbed to the illness with symptoms of fever,
chills, vomiting, and black-tarry stool [117]. This was in Guinea, West Africa a
country where Ebola supposedly did not exist. From here it spread to Liberia, Sierra
Leone, Nigeria, and Mali.

The natural reservoir of Ebola virus is not known with certainty, although
research has suggested that it may be bats. Human infection may occur through
direct contact with the mystery reservoir or through contact with infected primates.
This can occur when hunting and preparing bush-meat or via contact with body
fluids from an infected person. Ebola is highly transmissible.

The disease pattern of EVD has shifted over the last 10 years. Currently, Ebola
has been found across Central and West Africa, with occasional exported cases to
other regions. For obscure reasons, outbreaks seem to be occurring with increasing
frequency. This may be linked to environmental degradation and increasing mobility
of local populations.

Ebola spread is through contaminated body fluids. Unfortunatly, traditional
funerary practices across Africa put funeral attendees in contact with body fluids
from those who have died of Ebola. Initial international efforts to control Ebola
spread during outbreaks have often resulted in clashes and conflict as control
measures confront tradition. Inadequate public health messages, distrust of those
providing the health messages, political instability, and regional conflict have
allowed Ebola to spread and kill thousands when early containment could have
been within reach.

Ebola is one of the most fatal infectious diseases humans have encountered. Even
with the best medical care the disease is deadly. Unfortunatly, the developing
countries where EVD occurs are not equipped with optimal medical or public health
facilities. To complicate the situation further, survivors of EVD are not hailed as
heroes, but instead may be left with chronic illness and stigmatized in their
communities.

3.2 Transmission

Transmission of Ebola disease is still being studied, but it is known that person-to-
person contact is the most common form of spread. Infection occurs primarily
through direct contact with body fluids from infected people or animals (Fig. 2).
Viral antigens have been isolated from the skin of those infected suggesting that skin
contact alone may be sufficient to spread disease [128]. It has also been shown that,
at least in primates, Ebola can be spread through intramuscular injection, and
inoculation can occur through contact of the conjunctiva or oral mucosa with
infected body fluids [61]. Blood, vomitus, and feces are the body fluid most likely
to spread infection because of the frequency with which they are encountered
during the course of the illness, but other fluid such as urine, semen, vaginal fluid,
tears, sweat, and breast milk also have potential for viral transmission [2, 5, 70, 88,
97, 112].
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Fig. 2 Ebola ecology

Caring for an infected person with Ebola, whether at home or in the hospital has
been identified as a high-risk activity for acquiring Ebola. Household members who
provide direct care to an Ebola victim are 25–30 times more likely to contract Ebola
than household members who share a residence but do not participate in patient care
[9, 34].

Healthcare workers are also at high risk for acquiring Ebola. One study found the
risk of developing EVD for healthcare workers to be 100 times that of the general
community during an outbreak of Ebola in Sierra Leone [67]. There are many factors
contributing to the spread of Ebola amongst healthcare workers. The presentation of
Ebola is non-specific so early on in the disease process it may be diagnosed as
malaria, influenza, or other non-specific viral illness. If a patient is initially
misdiagnosed, then proper protective measures to limit the spread of Ebola will
not be initiated. Also, the use of personal protective equipment (PPE) including
gloves and gowns for routine patient care is less common in developing countries
than in more developed countries due to financial restriction.

There is a risk of iatrogenic spread of Ebola. In the initial outbreak of 1976, health
care workers reusing glass syringes and needles in a community clinic may have
inadvertently caused spread of infection. The facility consisted of a 120-bed hospital
and a busy outpatient center which treated between 6000 and 12,000 people per
month. At the beginning of each day, nurses were given five syringes each which
were reused after a warm water rinse. Unfortunatly, this is where Ebola made its first



appearance. Potentially hundreds were exposed from this clinic alone
[12, 122]. There have been many other instances where hospitals have turned into
epicenters for Ebola outbreaks [86, 103]. Early detection and isolation is key to
preventing similar incidents in the future.
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The greatest risk of transmission of EVD from human to human occurs when a
patient is acutely ill. Risk also corelates with severity of illness. The sicker a patient
is the more infective she is. In early phase of acute illness, the viral load is relatively
low, however it increases exponentially during the latter part of the acute illness, and
high viral loads are associated with high mortality rates and infectivity [43].

Those who handle corpses of Ebola victims after death also run considerable risk
of acquiring the disease. Many funerary customs in Ebola-prone regions involve
extensive physical contact with the dead body. Despite the risk of transmission,
many still engage in these traditional practices. Without these preparations, some
local traditions hold that misfortune will plague the living and the dead will not be
able to pass into the spirit realm. Family who do not engage in expected funerary
practice may be viewed negatively in the communities where they live. One funeral
ceremony alone has been linked to 85 additional cases of Ebola [113].

Transmissibility of Ebola virus depends on the phase of infection of the
ill-person. The viral load corresponds to the severity of illness [107]. In other
words, the sicker a person is, the higher concentration the concentration viral
particles in the blood stream. As an ill person succumbs to Ebola, they become
more debilitated and require more care. At the same time, the viral load increases as
the victim declines. Because of this, family caring for the ill are more likely to be
infected in the later stages and corpses of those killed by Ebola are highly
infectious [47].

Even after a person has recovered from Ebola and no virus can be isolated from
blood, it may still be found in other tissues and able to transmit disease. Live virus
has been isolated from breastmilk after recovery raising the issue of transmission to
mother to infant [5]. Ebola has been isolated from semen up to 9 months after onset
of symptoms, in urine for 30 days, sweat for 40 days, aqueous humor of the eye for
14 weeks, and in cerebral spinal fluid for 10 months [35, 58, 70, 97, 112]. There has
been at least one case where a man who recovered from Ebola transmitted the
infection to a sexual partner 200 days after his initial illness [79].

To prevent sexual transmission of Ebola, the WHO recommends systematic
testing for Ebola virus in semen. For the first 3 months after infection, the semen
of male Ebola survivors should be assumed to be infectious. Three months after the
day symptoms started semen testing for Ebola should be initiated. If the result is
negative, then it should be repeated in 1 week. If the test is positive, then it should be
repeated monthly until a negative result is obtained. Once two consecutive negative
results have been obtained sexual activities can be resumed [119]. Vaginal secretions
have been found to contain virus up to 33 days after the initiation of symptoms, but
no official testing recommendations exist for vaginal secretions [29, 56].

Other methods of Ebola spread have been postulated, but do not appear to be
significant sources of transmission. Surfaces contaminated with body fluids produce
a theoretical risk of transmission, but no confirmed documented cases of fomite



transmission of Ebola exist. Ebola virus has been shown to persist in the environ-
ment supporting the need for close attention to decontamination of surfaces
[92, 116]. Medical procedures can augment disease spread if proper precautions
are not taken [66].
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Hunting and capturing infected animals for bush meat or for trading in black
market as exotic pets can result in exposure and transmission of Ebola. There have
been numerous instances of human infection resulting from contact with dead
primates [8, 87]. Contact with wild primates, especially those found dead should
be avoided to curb the risk of contracting Ebola.

There is another step in Ebola transmission that continues to be elusive. Humans
and other primates can catch Ebola from each other, but they are not the reservoir.
The reservoir is not known with certainty, but there is some evidence linking bats to
Ebola [48]. The evidence for bats as the Ebola reservoir is suggestive but not
compelling. Antibodies against Ebola have been found in bat species, but the
significance of this is unclear. Antibodies are formed when an organism has been
exposed to an infectious organism. This is evidence of exposure and immune
response, but not of long-term infection or viral shedding [33]. Only one small
study has ever isolated Ebola RNA from bats [72]. Attempts to infect bats then
isolate viral RNA or shedding have not met with success [62, 93]. As the systematic
search for the reservoir continues, negative findings are as important as positive one.
Plants and arthropods have not been shown to harbor Ebola [96, 105].

3.3 Clinical Presentation

Ebola Virus Disease is an acute febrile illness that has been associated with hemor-
rhagic manifestations. It has an incubation period of 2–21 days, but presentation of
symptoms is most common between day 6 and 12 after exposure [99]. It is unclear
whether or not infected people can transmit disease prior to developing symptoms,
but those with symptoms should be assumed to be contagious.

EVD typically begins with abrupt onset of malaise, fever, and chills. It is also
common to experience vomiting, headache, diarrhea, and loss of appetite early in the
disease course. The diarrhea can be profuse and water losses of up to 10 l per day
have been reported [76]. Dehydration and hypovolemic can result. Relative brady-
cardia can also be seen in Ebola [17]. A maculopapular rash commonly develops
5–7 days after onset of illness. The rash is not a consistent finding and seems to vary
from region to region [99].

Hemorrhage is the most dramatic symptom associated with EVD but is not as
common as first feared. Usually it manifests as gastrointestinal bleeding, but pete-
chia, ecchymosis, bleeding oral mucosa can also be seen [121]. Bleeding is multi-
factorial and likely due to a combination of thrombocytopenia, coagulopathy from
liver involvement, and in some instance Disseminated Intravascular Coagulation
(DIC).
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EVD can cause involve a number of different organ systems. Neurologically, it
can cause meningoencephalitis, confusion, chronic cognitive decline, and seizures.
Neurological symptoms typically occur 8–10 days after onset of illness [27, 32]. Car-
diomyopathy and respiratory muscle fatigue have been described [110]. Eye
involvement is also common early in the disease course and may persist. Patients
frequently report blurred vision, photophobia and blindness [102]. Laboratory find-
ings during the course of the infection can include leukopenia, elevated renal profile,
abnormal coagulation panel, thrombocytopenia, anemia, and elevated liver function
tests [69]. Hiccoughs are common late in the acute phase of illness.

Symptoms typically abate after 2 weeks of illness. Even after the acute illness has
resolved, Ebola victims can have long term symptoms. These include fatigue,
insomnia, headaches, myalgias, arthralgias, cognitive decline, and hair loss. Uveitis
and hearing loss are both common after recovery from EVD [59, 97].

Even after the resolution of acute EVD, new symptoms can develop. In a 2016
study looking at early clinical sequela, 76% of Ebola survivors developed arthral-
gias, 60% ocular symptoms, 24% auditory symptoms, and 18% uveitis [80]. Studies
evaluating the long -erm sequela of EVD are ongoing.

3.4 Prevention

Prevention strategies for Ebola are numerous, but essentially boils down to avoiding
all contact with skin and body fluids that could potentially harbor the Ebola virus. Of
course, this is more easily said than done especially in health care settings, and for
families of those infected. Health care providers deal with rapidly changing condi-
tions often in limited resource settings and are at high risk for contracting Ebola if
prevention protocols are not followed. Families of Ebola victims face similar, but
even more daunting challenges. Ebola may be found in secretions of those who have
recovered for months or even years after the acute illness has resolved. While not
common, cases of transmission have occurred months after a person has recovered.
Active Ebola virus can persist in urine, vaginal secretions, breast milk, semen, ocular
fluid, and cerebrospinal fluid even after recovery making prevention more
challenging.

While not heavily researched as an effective prevention strategy, people who eat
bushmeat should be encouraged to take precautions to prevent Ebola infection. This
means avoiding contact with fluids from slaughtered animals as much as possible.
Ebola virus is inactivated by thorough cooking, so through cooking of bush meat
should be encouraged [55].

3.4.1 Health Care Settings

Ebola is highly pathogenic and easily transmitted. Both the WHO and the Center for
Disease Control (CDC) have published detailed guidelines on prevention which are



freely available online [54, 118, 124]. The WHO recommends the following key
elements to prevent transmission of Ebola virus in the hospital setting:
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• Hand hygiene
• Gloves
• Facial protection (covering eyes, nose and mouth)
• Gowns (or overalls)
• Sharps safety
• Respiratory hygiene for both health care providers and patients
• Environmental cleaning
• Safe linen transport and cleaning
• Proper waste disposal
• Proper sanitation of patient care equipment

Ebola prevention requires attention to and special training in donning and remov-
ing personal protective equipment (PPE). Specific instructions and videos for use of
this equipment is available at the WHO prevention CDC websites.

Health care workers who use PPE equipment properly are safe from Ebola
infection, but can develop other health issues from the PPE itself. The PPE suits
are hot, uncomfortable, and require constant surveillance to ensure that all the
equipment remains in place and undamaged. Areas prone to Ebola outbreaks tend
to be hot, humid, and lack resources for air conditioning, wearing Ebola suits creates
a risk for development of heat related illness and dehydration. The CDC has
published guidelines for preventing heat related illness for those providing care to
Ebola patients in hot African climates [18].

3.4.2 Prevention after Recovery

As previously mentioned, people have survived initial Ebola infection may still be
able to transmit the disease to others. With proper preventive measures the risk of
transmission can be ameliorated. As with other aspects of Ebola, both the CDC and
WHO have published extensive guidelines available on their websites. For
healthcare workers, no special precautions are needed for basic patient care. The
CDC does recommend that additional PPE be used when caring for Ebola survivors
if contact with testes, urine, breast, breast milk, spinal fluid, or intraocular fluid is
anticipated during patient care [57].

In the home, additional precautions may be needed. Cases of transmission
through sexual contact and breast milk have been describe in the literature [28, 104].

CDC guidelines recommend abstinence from sexual activity of all types including
oral, anal, and vaginal. If abstinence is not possible then condoms and avoidance of
contact with semen is recommended. The WHO has recommended that semen be
tested 3 months after the onset of disease in men. If the test is negative, then it should
be repeated in 1 week. After two negative test sexual activity can be resumed. If the
test is positive, it should be repeated every month until a negative test is obtained.



Once a negative test occurs, it should be repeated in 1 week, and after two negatives
sexual activity can be resumed [56].
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Maternity issues around Ebola are complex. It is unclear when it is safe for a
woman to become pregnant after recovering from Ebola. Some organizations have
suggested that a woman wait a few months prior to becoming pregnant, but so far
this recommendation has not been supported by clinical data. Breastmilk can
transmit Ebola virus from a mother who has recovered from EVD to her child. If
feasible, breastfeeding should be avoided. The data on Ebola transmission through
breasting is limited, and resources in Ebola-prone areas make repeat testing of
breastmilk impractical. Suggested strategies have recommended avoiding breasting
feeding for 2 months after recovery [10].

3.4.3 Travel

Travel restrictions may occur during Ebola outbreaks. It is generally accepted
practice that those who have potentially been exposed to Ebola virus not travel for
21 days after the last possible day of their exposure. As an alternative for those at low
risk, close monitoring with no restrictions on travel may be done. Balancing indi-
vidual rights with community safety creates ethical and regulatory challenges in
cases of potential exposure. Additional information on monitoring and travel restric-
tion can be found at both the CDC and WHO websites.

3.4.4 Vaccination

Vaccination development is in place, but there is currently no Federal Drug Admin-
istration (FDA) approved vaccination for Ebola. Currently, there are 14 different
clinical trials running with the goal of developing a safe and effective Ebola vaccine
[74]. An investigational vaccine called rVSV-ZEBOV is presently being used in
DRC under “compassionate use”. This vaccine is specific for the Zaire strain of
Ebolavirus. This same vaccine was previously administered to 16,000 volunteers
during an outbreak in 2015. So far, the vaccine appears safe with few side effects, but
insufficient data is available for licensing [120]. Preliminary reports suggest an
efficacy of 100%, but duration of protection is currently not known [82].

3.5 Diagnosis

Even though there are no specific therapies to treat Ebola, diagnosis is important to
prevent spread and to ensure administration of appropriate supportive care and
monitoring. Anyone who has had any potential exposure to Ebola in the last
21 days should be evaluated if symptoms of Ebola develop. While awaiting the
result of Ebola testing, appropriate infection control practices should be



implemented. Diagnosis is done by reverse-transcription polymerase chain reaction
(RT-PCR). The test should be done 3 days after the onset of symptoms [7]. False
negatives can occur if the lab is collected before 72 h of symptom onset. A positive
test confirms Ebola virus disease and that the patient is infective. Considering repeat
testing in patients whose clinical picture is highly suspicious of EBD and have a
negative initial test.
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Ebola Virus Disease has a broad differential, and simultaneous testing for other
illnesses should be undertaken as clinically warranted. This differential includes,
malaria, Lassa fever, typhoid fever, influenza, meningococcal meningitis (Neisseria
meningitidis), measles, Crimean-Congo Hemorrhagic Fever, Yellow Fever, Mar-
burg, and the familiar travelers’ diarrhea among many others [7].

3.6 Treatment

Supportive care is the only treatment for Ebola. There are no antimicrobial agents
proven to be effective in EBD. When possible, care should be provided at a facility
familiar with the clinical progression of Ebola. Supportive care in Ebola is no
different than for any other critically ill patient.

Give intravenous fluids to prevent dehydration and shock. Patients with Ebola
suffer from vomiting and diarrhea and may easily dehydrate. If intravenous fluids are
unavailable or prohibitively expensive, oral hydration should be undertaken. Ebola
can lead not only to hypovolemic shock, but also septic shock [11] so close patient
monitoring is warranted. Electrolytes will require close monitoring and should be
repleted as needed. Vasopressors may be required if blood pressure cannot be
maintained.

Ebola can result in significant hematological abnormalities [52, 83]. It can also
lead to liver failure followed by coagulopathy [60]. Thrombocytopenia, leukopenia,
and anemia are all common and treatment should be based on the specific abnor-
mality encountered.

Other management may include antipyretics, respiratory support, analgesics,
antimotility agents for diarrhea, antiemetics for nausea and vomiting, antibiotics,
nutritional support and renal replacement therapy. These and other supportive
measures must be tailored to the individual patient need.

4 Epidemiology and Outbreaks

The first reported outbreak of Ebola-like illness occurred in 1976 in Sudan and Zaire
[45] [now South Sudan and the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC)]. It is
probable that sporadic outbreaks happened earlier but were not identified. Outbreaks
appear to be occurring more frequently than before. This is not only due to improved
detection techniques, but also due to environmental encroachment, increasing



population mobility, and changing weather patterns. The following section will
summarize data on known Ebola outbreaks that have occurred since 1976.

Date Location
Cases and
Deaths Notes

(continued)
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1976 DRC Cases: 318 Zaire species

Deaths: 280 Index case was a 44-year-old
male teacher who had just
returned from a 10-day road
trip. He had eaten monkey and
antelope during his travel. He
presented with malaria symp-
toms [122]

1976 South Sudan Cases: 284 Sudan species

Deaths: 151 Index cases: Three people
whose only common activity
was employment in the same
cotton factory presented with
hemorrhagic fever. The only
known common plant or animal
exposure was cotton, rats, and
mosquitos [123]

1979 South Sudan Cases: 34 Sudan species

Deaths22 Index case was a male admitted
to the hospital with nausea,
vomiting, and fever. Unknown
animal exposure [4].

1994 Gabon Cases: 52 Zaire species

Deaths: 32

1995 DRC Cases: 315 Zaire species

Deaths:
250

1996 Gabon Cases: 37 Zaire species

Deaths: 21

1996 Gabon Cases: 60 Zaire species

Deaths: 45

2000 Uganda Cases: 425 Sudan species

Deaths:
224

2001 Gabon Cases: 95 Zaire species

Deaths: 53

2001 DRC Cases: 57 Zaire species

Deaths: 43

2002 DRC Cases: 143 Zaire species

Deaths:
128

2003 DRC Cases: 35 Zaire species

Deaths: 29



Date Location Notes

(continued)
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Cases and
Deaths

2004 South Sudan Cases: 17 Sudan species

Deaths: 7

2007 DRC Cases: 264 Zaire species

Deaths:
187

2007 Uganda Cases: 149 Bundibugyo species

Deaths: 37

2008 DRC Cases: 32 Zaire species

Deaths: 15

2012 Uganda Cases: 11 Sudan species

Deaths: 4

2012 DRC Cases: 36 Bundibugyo species

Deaths: 13

2012 Uganda Cases: 6 Sudan species

Deaths: 3

2014–2016 (1) Started in Guinea Cases:
28,616

According to the CDC contact
tracing linked first case to an
18-month old boy

(2) Spread to Sierra Leone and
Liberia

Deaths:
11, 310 [38]

Zaire species [39]

(3) Spread to Italy, Mali, Nige-
ria, Senegal, Spain, the United
Kingdom, and the United States
[39]

2014 DRC Cases: 66 Zaire species.

Deaths: 49 The index patient – pregnant
woman who butchered a mon-
key that had been found dead by
her husband [77]

2017 DRC Cases: 8 Zaire species

Deaths: 4

2018 DRC Cases: 54 Zaire species

Deaths: 33

2018 DRC In-progress Zaire species

As of
11/29/
2018:

Cases

Con-
firmed
cases: 380



Date Location Notes
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Cases and
Deaths

Proba-
ble cases:
48

Deaths

Con-
firmed 200

probable
28 [126]

Unless otherwise noted, information obtained from the Center for Disease Control: https://www.
cdc.gov/vhf/ebola/history/distribution-map.html

5 Society, Social Determinants of Health and Ebola

Social determinants of health are the conditions in which a person lives and grows.
There is no one list of these factors, but they are generally considered to include
influences such as school, (un)employment, the community where one resides, food,
and transportation. The factors are driven by forces outside of one’s sphere of control
such as poverty and war as well as some potentially self-directed choices such as
belief system and friend circle. For example, social determinants of health are a way
of describing why when a 5.9 magnitude earthquake hits Haiti buildings collapse and
people die and when a 5.9 magnitude earthquake and the same earthquake on Guam
causes no damage. Social determinants of health significantly affected how Ebola
has impacted affected countries.

5.1 Poverty

Poverty affects every aspect of life for most. According to World Bank data, the rate
of poverty in Sub-Sahara Africa is trending downwards but is still over 40% of the
population. Poverty leads to lack of education, limited medical resources, poor
nutrition, and crowded living conditions. People in poverty will eat a dead animal
if they find one because it may be all they have to eat. They are unlikely to seek
medical care outside of traditional healers because it is all they know and can afford.
They may insist on washing the bodies of the dead because their only knowledge of
science are traditions passed from generation to generation. All of which contributes
to the spread of Ebola.

https://www.cdc.gov/vhf/ebola/history/distribution-map.html
https://www.cdc.gov/vhf/ebola/history/distribution-map.html
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5.2 War and Conflict

Anyone who reads the history the countries that make up the peri-equatorial regional
of Africa will quickly notice that the region has suffered from nearly continuous war
since even before the European occupation. There are pockets of stability in the
region, but conflict is a way of life for many. Conflict leads to destruction of
infrastructure, fear, stress, distrust, and population displacement. Currently, an
Ebola outbreak is occurring in DRC. Refugees from DRC continually flee into
neighboring countries, especially Uganda. Conflict driven human movement is a
means by which Ebola can be spread. No widespread outbreak of Ebola has occurred
in a refugee camp, but these types of settlements are fertile soil where an outbreak
could start and flourish before an alarm is raised. The Ugandan government is
working with the International Federation of the Red Cross and Red Crescent
Societies (IFRC), UNICEF, and the WHO collaborating to develop an Ebola emer-
gency preparedness plan [53].

5.3 Limited Public Health Infrastructure and Scarcity
of Health Providers

Political and economic instability across have resulted in a debilitated medical and
public health infrastructure. Official data is limited, but media sources have reported
that Liberia has experienced a severe shortage of trained health workers within the
country. Media sources list 207 general practitioners, 18 public health specialists,
15 pediatricians, 12 surgeons, 10 obstetrician-gynecologists, 6 ophthalmologists,
8 internists, 6 dentists, 4 psychiatrists, 4 family medicine specialists, 2 orthopedic
surgeons, 2 radiologists, 1 pathologist, 1 ear-nose-throat specialist, 1 veterinarian,
and 1 dermatologist as comprising the entire formally trained health community
(excluding nursing professionals) [3]. The CIA world factbook lists the number of
physicians per 1000 people to be 0.02 for Liberia, 0.02 for Sierra Leona, 0.08 for
Guinea, 0.09 in DRC, and 0.09 in Uganda [30]. Even some of these numbers are
almost 10 years-old making it difficult to assess the actual situation in the region.
Regardless, it is a safe conclusion that none of these countries are even close to
having the recommended 1 physician per 1000 residents recommended by the
WHO. Each of these countries is unique in the health care challenges it faces, and
only are mentioned here because they have all been touched by Ebola.

Infrastructure development is generally associated with improved health and
decreased disease burden, but this is not always the case. While lack of infrastructure
such as water and sanitation is thought to lead to increased transmission. Increased
connectivity via road and boat is thought to increase the risk of transmission through
increased number of contacts [77].
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5.4 Cultural Beliefs and Practices

One of the most fascinating aspects of Ebola occurs at the intersection of culture and
public health. For generations, a mixture of traditional beliefs and mainstream
religion has served as a cultural foundation in many tribal areas across Central and
Western Africa. Funerary practices in these tribes are some of the most important in
their belief system. It is these practices that have been exploited by the Ebola virus
allowing it to spread. Exposure has been associated with attendance of funerals and
contact with dead bodies in multiple countries [1, 9, 37]. As public health and
medical personnel tried to curb Ebola spread, conflict has occurred. Those most at
risk for Ebola suddenly felt threatened not only by the disease itself, but also by those
where were trying to help as their core beliefs were suddenly targeted.

From the perspective of the health care workers trying to save lives, the cultural
beliefs were generally considered as just another barrier to be surmounted. This lack
of understanding between those at risk and the health care workers lead to conflict,
distrust, which at times drove Ebola victims into hiding rather than seeking care.
Bribes were made, bodies were stolen, aid workers were attacked, and Ebola spread.
Some of the cultural beliefs common in Central andWestern Africa will be discussed
here with the goal of fostering cultural understanding of disease. Given the diversity
of human beliefs, it is likely that future events will again put disease control against
traditional beliefs.

A good starting point in cultural sensitivity is viewing an idea from the point-of-
view of the other party. In the case of Ebola, it is important to understand what
different groups of people believe to be the etiology of disease. Most educated health
professionals view disease as an understandable biological process. Infections are
caused by microbes. In the case of Ebola, it is a filovirus. In many traditional African
cultures, disease is believed to be due to witchcraft [89].

Consultation with traditional healers is a common practice across Africa. In many
regions traditional healers are the only locally available medical provider. Even if
modern medical facilities exist, many will turn to the traditional healers first because
they are more trusted, and their beliefs tend to align more closely with those of the
community. There are many different traditional healing practices, sometimes tradi-
tions are passed down through generations in specific families. One description of a
traditional medical ceremony in Sudan describes a medicine man and his assistants.
First, ritualistic dance and chants are performed. Next the medicine man shows his
spiritual power by having a large rock placed on his abdomen and broken by an ax
while he remains still. Once his strength has been established, his attention can be
turned to his patient. The medicine man’s diagnosis is mental illness caused by evil
ancestors who have returned with the purpose of tormenting the patient. Incantations
are the treatment [106]. Beliefs and practices such as this are common in rural
Central Africa. In these societies, illness is viewed as a disruption in the relationship
between God, ancestors, and the person affected. Witchcraft, sorcery, angry ances-
tors, and evil spirits may all be at the root of disease and a powerful medicine man
can restore the proper balance in these relationships thus curing disease [84, 91]. The



individual customs and beliefs associated with the cause and treatment of disease is
too long to be included here, but those interested in additional information should
read the articles cited in this section for additional details.
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Traditional healers can be a great asset to a community, but there have been
unfortunate instances where they actually promoted the spread of Ebola. Some
traditional healers claimed to be able to cure Ebola. Unfortunatly, their attempts at
cure have been known to spread the disease to those in attendance of curative
ceremonies as well as to themselves [78]. Traditional healers can also charge a
significant amount of money putting a family who is already dealing with the loss of
a loved one in additional financial stress [51]. Not all traditional healers seek the
good of the community but instead are motivated by personal gain.

Many societies in Central Africa practice religious beliefs based on a combination
of mainstream religion and ancestor worship. Occult ceremonies, secret societies,
and rituals are common, and the details of these practices are often covert, only
known to a small subpopulation. The ceremonies may be benign such as the one
described in the preceding paragraph or may involve animal or human sacrifice
[15, 65]. While many of these practices involve sacrifice and exposure to blood no
studies have been published linking these activities to Ebola transmission.

It is the traditional funerary practices that have been most closely associated with
the spread of Ebola. Many Central and Western African cultures view the death
ceremony as one of the most important. When people die, they must be guided to the
realm of the ancestors. From this realm, ancestors are able to hear the requests and
see the needs of the living family and communicate these needs to God. The living
family prays directly to the ancestors. If death rights are not done correctly then
instead of becoming an ancestor, the deceased may become an angry ghost which
torments the family [101].

A common funerary practice in Liberia is for an elder family member to bathe the
body of the deceased. It is common for mourners to touch the face and kiss the
forehead of the deceased. In some traditions the spouse of the deceased continues to
share a bed with the corpse until the time of burial. Another tradition involves dance.
On the night prior to the funeral, men dance with the dead body while women wail.
Several traditions involve sacrifice and exposure to the blood of a bull as part of their
ceremony [101].

To prevent the spread of disease the Governments in Liberia and Guinea passed
laws requiring safe burial teams or cremation when the number of grave sites was
insufficient for the number of bodies. Numerous reports of bribing health workers
responsible for collecting and properly disposing of the bodies allowed Ebola to
persist in this region [50]. People stopped going to the health care facilities, and
families would try to hide the cause of death from officials.

At the height of the epidemic in Sierra Leone, the number of Ebola care beds was
insufficient for the number of patients. Many were transferred from facility to facility
and their families were not notified. Rumors began to spread that the Ebola facilities
were harvesting organs and killing people [81]. Poor communication resulted in
suspicion and distrust.
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It took thousands of deaths, but finally both sides began to compromise. The
government and health care workers started to work with local religious leaders and
traditional healers to find solutions that would let the people honor the dead without
exposing themselves. Many Muslim leaders told their followers to abstain from
washing bodies until the outbreak ended. Bodies were buried with families nearby
and although the could not touch the bodies prayers could be said. Burial teams
started to dress corpses in clothing requested by the family and often placed
requested jewelry. Once all sides compromised and started working together the
epidemic was able to be contained [81].

Even if someone survives Ebola the battle is not over. There is poor understand-
ing of disease and disease transmission. Survivors may be ostracized and shunned by
their communities because there is fear that they can spread disease. Survivors have
had their houses burned, families attacked, and lost their jobs due to irrational
community fear. During the west African Ebola outbreak survivors were issued
certificates stating that they were no longer contagious in an attempt to combat social
stigma.

5.5 Conclusion

This is not to say that it is all gloom-and-doom in countries that have experienced
Ebola outbreaks. Social determinants of health are not isolated static elements.
Technology and globalization are bringing health improvements at an unprecedented
rate. If one reviews data for the countries where significant Ebola outbreaks have
occurred, Guinea, Uganda, DRC, South Sudan, and Liberia. All of these countries
have had a decrease in infant mortality rates, decrease in maternal mortality rates,
and extreme poverty rate have been steadily dropping over the last 20 years despite
the presence of Ebola [46]. Anyone interested in additional information on measur-
able global trends, whether they be economic, or health based is encouraged to visit
Gapminder (www.gapminder.org).

Not every country that faces Ebola descends into a public health crisis. In July
2015 multiple cases of EVD were diagnosed in Lagos, Nigeria. Lagos is a densely
populated city and the capital of Nigeria. The Nigerian ministry of health was able to
rapidly contain the situation before a full-scale epidemic began. The Nigerian
government had access to trained health care providers able to do contact tracing,
able to mobilize a rapid efficient response, and worked closely in cooperation with
the WHO to implement standardized epidemiologic practices. The epidemic in
Nigeria was halted before it was able to start [40].

http://www.gapminder.org
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6 Ebola in the Technology Era

6.1 Screening

The concept of quarantine was first developed in the fourteenth century to control the
spread of plague [24]. Quarantine is a required separation of incoming people or
animals prior to mixing with the local population with the goal of preventing the
spread of disease. It is one of the oldest and most effective public health measures,
but very unpopular with those whose movements are restricted by quarantine.

Recently, Kaci Hickcox, a nurse volunteering in Sierra Leone returned to the
US. She possibly had been exposed to the Ebola virus. Ms. Hickcox was placed on a
mandatory home quarantine of 21 days, but she defied the quarantine order and
proceeded with her day-to-day activities [98]. In reality, she was at very low risk for
developing the disease, and there was essentially no risk for widespread Ebola
transmission in the US, but her unwillingness to comply with the quarantine brought
attention to many public issues surrounding quarantine. Specifically, the conflict
between individual civil liberty and the well-being of the general public [127]. Since
1944 when quarantine laws were first written technology has expanded drastically.
Surely there exists a technology that allows us to abolish the antiquated quarantine
system.

Whether an intentional act of terrorism or through accidental contagion spread,
travelers pose a significant threat to homeland security. Various measures have been
attempted to try and identify sick travelers with the goal of limiting epidemic spread.
The following is a discussion of currently available boarder control measures aimed
at preventing the spread of disease, and evaluation of the effectiveness of these
measures, and a discussion of technologies that may be of utility in the future in
preventing cross-border Ebola spread.

6.1.1 Pandemic Vulnerability and Travel

Two-point-five million people fly in or out of the United States every day [44] and an
estimated one-million more per day cross via land and sea [16]. With millions of
border crossings daily, transmission of communicable disease between remote
locations is inevitable. The vast majority of communicable diseases spread by
travelers are upper respiratory viruses such as the common cold or influenza.
Generally, these are self-limited illnesses with few long-term consequences. Every
few years though, something new with greater lethality emerges and threatens the
security of the US travelers, their contacts, and the broader population at home.
Ebola, Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS), and even the relatively benign
Zika virus have made media headlines with travelers seen as potential harbingers of
disease.
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Another factor that must be taken into account is the increasing population
density and urbanization. The United Nations (UN) predicts that 65% of all people
will live in cities by the year 2050 [109]. A megacity is defined as an urban
population of over ten million people. The first to reach megacity status was
New York City in the 1930’s [31]. By 2018, the megacity count rose to
37 [36]. Large numbers of people in a small area constitute a vulnerability when
looking at epidemic risk assessment. A single ill traveler arriving to a megacity has
the potential to start a local chain of infection that could rapidly spread to millions.

With the widespread availability and affordability of trains, planes, automobiles,
buses, and boats it is easy for microbes as well as humans to travel rapidly across the
globe. Travel provides individual freedom for pleasure and commerce but, at the
expense of national security. Small disease outbreaks are continually occurring
across the globe. Multiple international monitoring systems are in effect and the
Center for Disease Control (CDC) has issued official recommendations for travel
restrictions for persons with higher-risk exposure to communicable diseases of
public health concern [114]. Briefly, these guidelines state that a person who
meets the following criteria will have their travel restricted [114]:

Be known or likely infectious with, or exposed to, a communicable disease that
poses a public health threat AND meet one of the following three criteria:

1. Be unaware of diagnosis, noncompliant with public health recommendations, or
unable to be located.

OR
2. Be at risk for traveling on a commercial flight, or internationally by any means.

OR
3. Travel restrictions are warranted to respond effectively to a communicable

disease outbreak or to enforce a federal or local public health order.

While the above criteria may be the best legally available option, it leaves a
multitude of holes by which a person with a communicable illness could slip into a
US city and start a new epidemic. Ideally, additional layers of protection would
allow potentially ill travelers to be identified and detained prior to entry to the United
States.

6.1.2 Ebola, Travel, and Homeland Security

An infectious agent can travel across the globe in 24 h if spread via airplanes
[14]. This has important implications for those trying to prevent disease from
spreading. Land and boat entry into the United states present other challenges. The
sheer number of people crossing by land on a daily basis makes any screening
difficult. Boat traffic can also present unique screening challenges. A cruise boat, for
example, may arrive with thousands of people who all debark within a short period
of time. Though screens are impractical in these situations. Even if screening
technology was employed allowing security agents to detect fever there are so
many causes of fever that timely interpretation of the data would be difficult. With
so much international travel occurring, there is a continual search for ways to



improve screening for ill travelers with the goal of preventing importation of disease.
Many different methods have been tried, most centered around a specific pandemic
rather than continual monitoring. None have had great success. These methods have
included entry-screens, exit-screens, and post-entry monitoring.
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6.1.3 Point-of-Entry Screening for Ill Travelers

The US division of Quarantine is not only authorized, but required to identify and
detain anyone entering the country with actual or suspected diphtheria, any viral
hemorrhagic fever including Ebola, cholera, tuberculosis, small pox, plague, novel
influenza strains or yellow fever [22, 94, 95]. In theory, this is an excellent regula-
tion, but how can millions of travelers be efficiently screened and detained if
needed?

After the outbreak of SARS in 2003 many countries starting using boarder
screening to try to identify possibly ill people in hopes of limiting spread of
infectious disease, others jumped on board after the 2009 H1N1 influenza pandemic.
The issue then resurged in the wake of the 2014 Ebola outbreak in West Africa. As
with many things, there must be an understanding of the costs, potential benefits and
effectiveness of programs aimed at preventing a possible public health disaster.

An article by the CDC, published around the same time as the article
recommending travel restriction for high-risk individuals, concludes that border
screens are expensive and not effective in preventing the spread of disease
[100]. While point-of-care screens are not yet considered an effective means of
controlling certain biosecurity threats, progress is being made.

Temperature Screens

Temperature screens have been developed with the goal of identifying people with
fever. What happens when a fever is detected depends on where a person is traveling
to and from, and the current state of outbreaks occurring in the world. There are
several types of temperature readers including ear gun thermometers, full body
infrared scanners, and hand-held infrared thermometers [68]. None of these methods
is highly effective and most screening devices can be fooled with minimal training
and effort. Once study found that thermal screens were only about 70% effective in
detecting fever. The authors of this study concluded that temperature screens were
ineffective in identifying ill travelers [64].

The European Center for Disease Control (ECDC) has also investigated the
feasibility of using temperature screens to identify ill travelers and came to similar
conclusions. This report was done during the Ebola of 2014 and geared towards
diagnosing travelers potentially infected with Ebola. They estimate that even under
ideal conditions 20% of symptomatic illness would be missed due to low sensitive of
temperature devices [41]. Additionally, it was concluded that those intentionally
trying to mask their temperature could easily do so and that those who had not
developed symptoms would be missed by the screen.
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Even if fevers screens were accurate and difficult to manipulate that would still be
a poor screening measure. First of all, with many illnesses including chicken pox,
flu, the common cold and countless others, people can be contagious before a fever
starts. It is not yet known if an infected person can spread Ebola before symptoms
begin. Secondly, not all fevers indicate an infectious disease. Fevers can be due to
drug reactions, blood clots, and even cancer. Third, not everyone reacts to an
infection the same way. Some people naturally tend to have fever and others tend
not to. One expression commonly taught in medical schools across the US is, “the
older the colder”. This is a reminder to students that elderly patients may never have
a fever even if they are extremely ill with an infectious disease. Lastly, what
determines what constitutes a fever? The medical field defines fever as a temperature
of 38 degrees Celsius (100.4 F) or higher. Are these same numbers valid for travelers
or should different cut offs be used? While temperature screens may have their place
in emergency settings, they are far from an ideal way of detecting an ill passenger
and the day to day use of temperature screens is not generally considered an effective
means of identifying ill travelers.

Pre-departure Screens

When foreign agencies are cooperative screening may be done prior to departure.
Exit screening was done during the Ebola outbreak of 2014 for travels from West
Africa to the United States. The goal of exit screening is to identify those potentially
infected with a specific disease and prevent them from departing for the United
States until they can be medically cleared. The CDC considers this to be one of the
more effective forms of preventing disease importation to the United States
[26]. Departure screens are not routinely used except during times of known
outbreaks.

During the 2014 West African Ebola outbreak exit screening measures were
implemented. The general process used for screening during the outbreak was as
follows. Travelers were instructed to arrive earlier than they normally would for their
travel due to increased processing times. General instructions to travelers instructed
them to postpone travel if they were ill. In addition to the regular airport screening,
all travelers were required to have their temperature taken and fill out a “Traveler
Public Health Declaration”. Travelers who were febrile or considered at risk based
on the answers to their health declaration forms were detained and their travel
delayed [124]. During the Ebola outbreak the WHO provided resources for
predeparture screening that were detailed yet used easy-to-follow language and
including flow charts for those performing the screen. Basic information on Ebola
and its symptoms so that the illness was more well understood and the disease
symptoms familiar. Directions for using personal protective equipment for those
performing the screening. Written tools and the public health declaration form were
provided. Additional resources included a data collection log and a traveler infor-
mation card that could be distributed to travelers [124].
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The Ebola screening was done in two steps, a primary screen and a secondary
screen. The primary screen included three questions: (1) Is the traveler febrile?; (2) Is
the traveler demonstrating symptoms of Ebola?; and (3) Has the traveler marked
“yes” to any questions on the health declaration form? An affirmative response to
any of these questions resulted in secondary screening. Secondary screening
involved a public health interview and filling of the secondary health screen form,
repeat temperature measurement preferably with an accurate thermometer, and
focused medical exam. If the secondary screen found a temperature <101.5, no
risk factors for Ebola in the public health interview, and no symptoms of Ebola on
the public health interview they were allowed to proceed to check-in. If the above
criteria were not met, check-in was denied until health clearance could be
obtained [124].

This strategy was considered effective. The limitations include the time and
money required to implement the program, frustrating travel delays for travelers,
and the inability to identify illnesses other than Ebola or similar diseases. Its
usefulness is limited to known and identified epidemics. This strategy will likely
continue to be used in future outbreaks to prevent exportation of disease [41].

Temperature screens have been used during five epidemics to date, dengue,
SARS, Ebola, and Influenza during both the entry and exit process. Screening for
fever in Taiwan entry points during a dengue outbreak was reported to be effective.
One research study reports that 45% of imported dengue cases were able to be
identified through airport screening [71]. During the SARS outbreak, Singapore
entry points screened 400,000 people and identified no cases, Canada entry points
screened 6.4 million people and identified no cases, and Hong Kong entry points
screened 35.6 million people identifying only two cases of SARS [41]. Fever
screening was used during the 2009–2010 influenza pandemic and even with a
low threshold for defining fever was found to have a sensitivity in the 4.5% range.
Exit screening done in West Africa during the Ebola outbreak identified fever in
77 out of 36,000 travels screened. Of these, none had Ebola [25]).

Active Monitoring

Active monitoring is another technique that can be used in preventing disease spread
within Ebola naive countries such as the United States. It involves allowing a
traveler freedom to come into the US, freedom from quarantine, but also allows
health authorities to monitor the health status of potentially infected people. If
someone begins to develop symptoms then measures can be taken to isolate,
diagnose, and treat the ill person. This method is best applied to those who are
reliable and at low risk for developing illness.

There has not been much experience with widespread use of active monitoring
systems with the exception of the 2014 Western Africa Ebola outbreak. During this
outbreak, travelers from Liberia, Sierra Leone, and Guinea to the US were given
CARE (Check And Report Ebola) kits upon arrival to the US [23]. CARE kits



provided resources to travelers from Ebola affected countries. Travelers were given
information on the signs and symptoms of Ebola, educated on the basic pathophys-
iology of Ebola, provided a thermometer with detailed use instructions and given a
cell phone to ease the communication process. Travelers were allowed to travel
freely but were required to check in with public health officials daily. During these
check-ins, �health reports were given including the development of any new
symptoms, and daily temperature readings for 21 days. Ebola has a highly variable
incubation period. Twenty-one days was the longest interval between exposure and
disease presentation to have been reported accounting for its use in both CARE
packages and quarantine [125].
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While the CDC coordinated active monitoring programs, the programs were
managed at the state level. All states eventually participated, but with varying start
dates. New York, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia, New Jersey, and Georgia were
those to first initiate the program. Seventy percent of travelers from West Africa
enter through these states making them logical starting points for the program [21].

After much legal debate and unwanted publicity, Ms. Hickcox mentioned in the
introduction, eventually went into active monitoring program which restored most of
her personal freedoms while at the same time protecting public interests.

6.1.4 Conclusion

Currently available technology is considered insufficient to prevent entry of ill
individual into Ebola naive countries. The general public continues to demand
protection of civil liberties that include the freedom to travel and protection of
privacy. Despite recommendations by the CDC, it is difficult to identify an ill
traveler either before a person embarks for the US or at the point-of-entry. Post
entry monitoring of reliably low risk travels is a socially acceptable alternative to
quarantine and considered reliable although not widely tested.

Screening technologies such as infrared screens may not be considered useful on
a daily use basis but may prove of utility under certain circumstances such as an
active Ebola outbreak. As research continues, technology advances, and better
models to study patterns of disease spread are developed, new methods of point-
of-entry biosecurity are sure to emerge.

6.2 Bioterrorism

Bioterrorism is the intentional spread of disease with the goal of destabilizing an
opposing group. It is thought to have roots extending back to at least 1320 BCE
when the Hittites used infected sheep to spread infection and destabilize their
opponents [108]. Since that time, technology has improved and along with it the
threat of bioterrorism has augmented.
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The Center for Disease Control (CDC) divides bioterrorism agents into three
separate categories A, B, and C. Category A agents are those which are considered to
be of highest risk. Characteristics group A pathogens are, easy transmission, high
mortality rate, protentional for social disruption, and require special action. Category
B agents are of concern, but considered to have a lower potential for disease than
those in group A. This category is comprised of pathogens that are moderately easy
to spread, have moderate morbidity, low mortality and require specific diagnostic
and surveillance tools. Group C are agents of some concern. This group is made of
pathogens that are easily available, easy to produce and disseminate, and potentially
have significant medical and public health implications. Emerging infections also
fall within group C pathogens. Ebola is considered to be a high threat level A
biothreat [19].

6.2.1 Ebola: Potential in Bioterrorism

Bioweapons are at least as large a threat to homeland security as are traditional
weapons. Biological weapons are attractive to potential terrorists because they are
relatively inexpensive to manufacture, easy to encounter, and easy to distribute [6].

In 1975 the Biological Weapons Convention went into effect. It has been signed
by 180 countries and prohibits the development of biological agents for the purpose
of warfare. Unfortunatly, terrorists fail to abide by this convention, and it is rumored
that even some of the countries that signed the convention document continue to
engage in clandestine research into biological agents for warfare.

Characteristics of a pathogen with bioterrorism potential are those with consistent
disease induction and progression, high infectivity, are easily transmissible between
people, are difficult to diagnose, and have a high mortality rate [49]. It is also
important that the pathogen be stable during production, storage, and distribution
[6]. Lack of immunity in the targeted population and diseases that are difficult to
diagnoses are also attractive to would-be terrorists. Ebola possesses many of these
characterizes.

Ebola possesses many features of an ideal bioterrorism weapon. In the early
stages, Ebola presents as an acute viral illness. By the time clinical features unique to
Ebola infection have developed, it is likely that the illness will already have be
transmitted to others. Particularly vulnerable are those caring for infected patients
including family members and health care workers. Despite being limited to trans-
mission through body fluids, Ebola is highly contagious. Ebola has a high mortally
rate and is attractive to terrorists because there is already widespread fear associated
with Ebola infection. Reston virus, a non-human pathogen in the Ebola family, can
be transmitted. There is concern that with genetic manipulation EVD could be
transformed into an airborne illness and distributed as a bioterrorism weapon [20].

Ebola is one of the many pathogens that could potentially be converted into a
biological weapon. Preparedness plans at the local, state, and national level all
include sections applicable to Ebola. All hospitals in the nation have received



training on Ebola identification and response. Continued vigilance and repetitive
training sessions are required to ensure that should Ebola be used as a biological
weapon, it will be rapidly identified and contained.
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6.2.2 Conclusion

Ebola virus is an agent that could be used as a bioterrorism agent. It is deadly, can
result in long term infection in survivors, and non-specific clinical presentation make
it an attractive choice for would be terrorists. Also, for many people, the word Ebola
creates fear out of proportion to the actual risk of disease. This visceral reaction and
exaggerated fear make Ebola a tempting agent. On the other hand, the lack of
airborne spread and existence of effective vaccine (even if not licensed) are deter-
rents to its use.

7 Ebola and Environmental Degradation

It is impossible to know with certainty when the first Ebola infection occurred. Most
likely it was in a remote African jungle and those infected died without a diagnosis
other than that provided by the local traditional healer. What can be said with
certainty is that the outbreaks are occurring with more frequency. No one knows
with certainty why this is. Hypothesis tend to center around issues of environmental
degradation in association with increased population mobility. Increasing popula-
tion, global warming, and continued human encroachment into forested areas have
been put forth as potential contributing factors.

7.1 Human Population Expansion

Increasing population is theorized to be contributing to the increasing frequency of
Ebola outbreaks. Increasing populations, particularly in developing countries, tend
to lead to congesting living conditions and rapid disease spread, but this would not
explain how the index case in an outbreak becomes infected. Experts opinion often
lists expanding population as contributing to the Ebola outbreak, and intuitively it is
credible, but there is little in the way of direct evidence to support this theory.
Literally hundreds of studies have been conducted on Ebola since the 2014 outbreak,
but none directly addresses the relationship between population growth in Africa and
increasing frequency of Ebola outbreaks. It is likely that the impact of increasing
human populations in endemic areas will not be fully understood until the reservoir
of Ebola has been determined.
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What we can say with certainty is that once started, Ebola spreads more quickly
than it did in the past and is killing more people. Population level research on Ebola
has yielded interesting results. For a start, risk of Ebola infection has been associated
with a higher level of education [73, 111]. Lower risk for acquisition of Ebola at the
population level has been associated with urban residence, households with no or
low-quality sanitary system, and married men in blue-collar professions in the 2014
outbreak in West Africa [73].

Other studies have found different results when examining the interplay between
population dynamics and the emergence of Ebola. For example, in contrast to the
study by Levy & Odoi, Ebola transmission has been positively correlated with
population density, and proximity to Ebola treatment centers in other investigations
[42]. Another study found that 84.6% of people who tested positive for Ebola cases
lived within a 3-km of roads connecting rural towns and densely populated
cities [75].

Basic public health principles hold that increasing population density allows
infectious disease to spread more quickly, but it is unclear what the impact is on
the emergence of Ebola. It is safe that there is a relationship between population
density, population distribution, and Ebola but the exact nature of that relationship
remains elusive.

7.2 Climate Change

Climate change has been cited by mass media sources as the source of emerging
disease such as Ebola. Elevated atmospheric temperature have been associated with
the development of EVD, but then so have low temperatures [42]. There does appear
to be a relationship between Ebola and temperature, but the character of that
relationship is not clear. Ebola virus is sensitive to high temperatures so intuitively,
higher temperatures would not create a more active form of the virus. What may
change is the human response to higher temperatures. When it is hot, people sweat
more, drink more, and may wear different clothing. It may be that the human
response to hot weather is responsible for the noted difference rather than changes
in viral activity. It is also possible that temperature changes correlate with other
phenomena such as rain storms and that rain, or the response of vegetation to rain
somehow impacts the emergence of Ebola.

Climate change, whether due to human activities or natural climatic cycles will
change patterns of disease across the globe. How changing weather patterns may
affect the distribution and frequency of Ebola cases remains to be seen. Possibly
once the reservoir of Ebola virus has been discovered scientists can predict with
greater certainty how climate change will impact the emergence of Ebola.
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7.3 Environmental Encroachment

It is also postulated that Ebola is occurring with greater frequency due to increasing
human activities within previously untouched natural areas. At least one study has
linked deforestation to EVD outbreaks [90]. Again, there are limited studies
confirming this idea, but logic does suggest that it would be true.

Expert opinion, and the mass media purport that the increasing frequent outbreaks
of Ebola are due to environmental encroachment [85]. As roads are build, forests are
cut, and mineral resources exploited humans are in more intimate contact with the
forest and its inhabitants including the reservoir for Ebola. The reservoir is unknown,
but it is probably found in African jungles. A study looking at vegetation cover,
population density and incidence of Ebola found that vegetation was protective until
the population reached 200 people per square km. At this population density
vegetation became associated with and increase incidence of EVD [115]. There is
a relationship between environmental encroachment and the emergence of Ebola,
but until the reservoir is found it will be difficult to determine the exact nature of this
relationship.

8 Future Directions

8.1 International Collaboration

The frequency of Ebola outbreaks has been increasing. International collaboration is
essential to better understand how and why this is occurring. Traditional tribal
regions do not always follow country lines and both official and unofficial border
crossing are common. Contact tracing is essential for containment of Ebola out-
breaks requires countries to coordinate as people cross borders. Epidemiological
evaluation and experience in treating the disease also require a global rather than
country approach. The study of Ebola requires systematic evaluation and
intercountry coordination to most effectively predict outbreaks and limit their spread
once they do occur.

The global community would also benefit from international standards for diag-
nosis, prevention, and treatment. Luckily, framework already exists for this collab-
oration, at least in times of epidemics with pandemic potential. The International
Health Regulations (IHR) agreement is legally binding accord signed by 196 coun-
tries. It stipulated that these countries must act to contain the threat if a Public Health
Emergency of International Concern (PHEIC) is declared by the WHO director
general. A PHEIC was declared in August 2014 in response to the Ebola outbreak
in West Africa [13].
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The IHR helps to ensure that an appropriate global health response will be made
once a public health disaster is well underway. Intervention at this level will help
curb progression of the disaster. Along this same line of thinking, mitigation and
preparedness efforts are needed prior to development of a public health disaster. If a
PHEIC is declared, then local measures have failed. Improved regional collaboration
is needed to help minimize the impact of Ebola in the region.

8.2 Development of Health Care Infrastructure in At-Risk
Countries

Many countries at risk for outbreaks of EVD would benefit from bolstering of their
public health and medical programs. Outside assistance is a starting point, but
capacity building is required for long term solutions. In countries with weak public
health infrastructure international efforts need to focus on programs to develop a
sustainable public health system. The challenges are considerable particularly in
areas of chronic conflict, but progress has already been made and with continued
support will continue into the future. A basic public health infrastructure will help
contain Ebola as well as whatever threat comes next.

8.3 Public Education

When an Ebola outbreak hits the general public needs to be educated on how to
respond. If Ebola preparedness is part of the local education, then lives can be saved.
The public can help with surveillance efforts. This would require the population to
trust the public health community, believe that their input is useful, and that they be
trained to recognize potential Ebola in the community.

Public health education can also assist with limiting spread if an outbreak does
occur. This education can be provided through schools, community outreach cam-
paigns, or religious institutions. The education does not need to be complex, just
consistent, concise, true, and culturally appropriate.

9 Conclusion

Outbreaks of EVD have been occurring with increasing frequency. Thousands have
died and thousands more have been lives have suffered because of the disease. The
disease is highly fatal, but even more insipid, it exploits traditional ceremonies and
death-rights as a means of spread. Poverty, both at personal and national level has
resulted in an infrastructure ill-equipped to deal with events such as Ebola.



Overcrowding promotes transmission and lack of financial incentives have delayed
vaccine development. Despite the barriers, EVD is slowing being more well under-
stood, thousands of research articles have been published, and guidelines for every
aspect of the disease have been published by the WHO, CDC, or other government
level organizations. Progress is being made.
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